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Price: 840,000€  Ref: ES167330

Apartment

Nueva Andalucia

3

2

134m² Build Size

Pool: Yes

Apartment in Azahar de Marbella, in the best location in the southwest corner, with a

large terrace of 108 m2 and amazing views of Los Naranjos golf course and the

Mediterranean Sea. Function and design are in balance and offer ample living/dining

space and an open kitchen. Using the latest generation of materials, according to the

latest European standards and designed according to the latest furniture trends,

designed with straight lines, white combines with harmonious light tones to create

comfortable rooms with lots of light. Gunni Design kitchens, Neff appliances, Silestone

counters, alar...(Ask for More Details!)
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Apartment in Azahar de Marbella, in the best location in the southwest corner, with a large terrace of 108 m2

and amazing views of Los Naranjos golf course and the Mediterranean Sea. Function and design are in

balance and offer ample living/dining space and an open kitchen. Using the latest generation of materials,

according to the latest European standards and designed according to the latest furniture trends, designed

with straight lines, white combines with harmonious light tones to create comfortable rooms with lots of light.

Gunni Design kitchens, Neff appliances, Silestone counters, alarms, home automation, cabinets and more.

There are also two parking spaces and two storage rooms. Azahar de Marbella has 42 apartments that share

an outdoor swimming pool surrounded by a large sun terrace and landscaped gardens, as well as a spa with

sauna, Turkish bath, Jacuzzi, and a fully equipped gym. Only a few minutes' drive from many of the best golf

courses on the beach and in Puerto Banús.
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